Clinical Documentation Solutions

The best time to capture better documentation is before patient discharge. The synchronized review in Fusion CDI will guide your Documentation Staff toward the charts that need attention.
Beyond the Basics

Custom Query Opportunity Indicators

Advance your CDI program by using Fusion CDI to pinpoint Query Opportunities on an easy to use worklist.

Fusion CDI leverages NLP to do the heavy lifting of reading though the patient chart in advance to give your CDI team the cliff notes of possible opportunities.

Fusion CDI is easily adaptable to the industry changes in conjunction with your organizations unique challenges and common targets.

Coder/CDI Collaboration Tools

Fusion CAC enhances the entire coding and CDI experience with NLP and Collaboration Tools. Providing a full workspace for both coding and CDI – allowing them to leverage the power that NLP brings to the collaborative workspace.

Fusion CAC enhances the entire process as soon as documentation starts. Identifying problems while the patient is still in-house, providing better, more thorough documentation, streamlining the entire process, enabling coders to complete work in less time with more accuracy.
Flexible Workflow

Concurrent Workflow
As documentation is being created, the power of NLP-powered Fusion CDI allows for real-time patient census queues that filter based on demographics. Fusion CDI prioritizes based upon CC/MCCs, readmission, LOS and much more.

Reconciliation Workflow
Fusion CAC will automatically reconcile charts where the working and final DRG’s match. If the DRG’s do not match, the reconciliation workflow will place the chart into a queue for CDI intervention.
Since 1914, Dolbey has been providing voice recording and document management solutions designed to help healthcare organizations improve workflow, boost productivity and increase profitability.

The Fusion Suite platform is Dolbey’s line of award-winning software products that includes dictation, transcription, speech recognition, clinical documentation improvement and computer-assisted coding technologies. Together they deliver an end-to-end solution which creates more accurate reporting of critical data elements and improves documentation, reimbursement and patient care.

How can we help you?

Find out how our award-winning solutions can add value to your organization. Contact us or visit our website for more information.
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